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Abstract 

The Main Injector project at Fermilab requires B dipole 
with good field quality from 0.1 T to 1.73 T with ramps to 
full field at up to 2.4 T/s over an aperture of 10x6 cm. Op 
e&ion of this magnet for the variety of purposa proposed 
for the Main lqjector results in a design with low indnc- 
tame, large copper cnm metion, and fidd uniformity suffi- 
cient for high intensity iqjection and efficient slow resonant 
extraction. The resulting design is presented, along with 
meaauremcnt results of a prototype magnet emphasiring 
the field uniformity. 

1 Introduction 

The Fermilab Main Injector is designed to replace the 
Fermilab Main Ring with (L ring of new and recycled mag- 
nets in a nca tonncl[l][Z]. The largest new component 
will be the dipole magnets. These magnets are tailored 
to the needs of the project. They are conventional mag- 
nets, with CA core of iron laminations and a conductor of 
rater-cooled copper. The machine can run na rapidly as 
1.5 seeonds/cyde during anti-proton production. The ba- 
sic magnet parameters are presented in Table 1. We have 
built and measured one prototype magnet. 

2 Design Requirements 

The ring is required to transmit a beam with 40~ mm-mr 
normalized emittance and a momentum spread of i1.4% 
at transition. The dipole Reid ranges from 0.1 Tesla at 
injection to 1.72 T at 150 GcV. The lengths are 6 and 
4 meters. Three factors have led us to decide to build 
new dipoles, rather than reusing the Main Ring dipoles: 
geometric aperture, dynamic aperture, and operational IC- 
lisbiity. 

Table 1: Main Injector Dipole Parameters 

We require the Main Injector to transport an increased 
emittancc and momentum spread wtr what is possible in 
the Main Ring. Several aspects of lattice design have con- 
tributed to relaxing what would have been very difficult 
problems if ae were just copying the Main Ring lattice. 
The increased density of qnadrupoln haa reduced the beta 
functions around the ring and thus the beam sire for a 
given emittancc. The reduced horizontal dispersion has 
reduced the horisontal aperture requirement. for a give,, 
momentum spread. 

The geometrical aperture is improved by building curved 
magnets to replace the straight Main Ring dipoles. The 
bending radius of the beam in the dipoles is about 290 mc 
ten. Thin produces an offset of 10 mm from the center line 
in the middle of a bmeter dipole and an oflict of 7 mm 
in the 4meter dipoles. The magnet laminations, the good 
field rc~on, and the beam pipe will follow that bend. 

Dynamic aperture effects in the Main Fling dominate the 
lossen at injection, where the beam ia largest and losses are 
highest. Today’s design tools have allowed UI to design II 
magnet with much better field uniformity at the i+c.tion Wpwdd by *he Uniraiiin Research ***odstion uadu co*- 

tr.ct with the “. S. Dcpvtment of Enem energy than is mailable in the Main Ring dipoles. 



Experience hat also allowed 118 to design a more zeliable 
magnet. Most of the failurea in the Main Ring dipoles 
occur at conductor joints within the coil. We hsve reduced 
the number of jointa and improved the techniquea wed to 
brare the joints. The stresses on the coil joints are also 
reduced by allowing the coil lo expand longitudinally in 
rcponse to thermal cycles, rather than potting it in the 
co*c. 

Within the requirements, we have mimimired the sum 
of the conrtmction cost and the operating cost over five 
years. The wmlting cross section is shown in Figure 1. The 
gap ia the same as the current Main Ring B2 dipole, but 
the copper ana bar been doubled. The number of turns 
bar been reduced to eight, doubling the current required 
but reducing the inductance (to help achieve the increased 
ramp rate). 

Energy Field Borisontd Vertical 

8 GeV 0.1 T f21 mm zk23mm 
18 GeV 0.22 T *21 mm f21 mm 

120 GeV 1.38 T i30 mm f10 mm 
150 GeV 1.72 T fll mm fQ mm 

Table 2: Required good field region aa a funtion of energy 

by the sutupole field component to permit compensation 
of the errors by the sextupoles done, avoiding higher order 
correction elements. 

We include a small positive sutupole component in the 
lamination shape to partially compensate for the satura- 
tion at higher fields. (The net scxtupole is 0 at spproxi- 
mately 0.83 T.) The remnant field (12 gauss) is sufficiently 
small compared to the injection Reld that the modest vari- 
ationa in the remnant field do not seriously disrupt the 
Rcld shape. 

The design goal for the magnet end ia to provide a ‘neu- 
tml” end field. Measurements of the prototype magnet 
confirm the computations discussed in Reference [S]. 

A ramping dipole magnet induces eddy cnnenta in ita 
conductive beam pipe, which in tam produce a acxtupole 
magnetic field. We have calculated[3] the fields for the 
expected operation of the Main Iqjector and find them to 
be asignificant effect, bot not so severe M to require active 
compensation within the magnet. 

Figure 1: Cross teetion of Main Injector Dipole 4 Magnetic Field Measurements 

3 Magnetic Field Requirements We have measored the magnetic Reid using the Fer- 
milab Magnet Test Facility’s repertoire of measurement 
systems[4]. This includes NMR probes, Hall probes, rotat- 
im coih and UBstcoiI” (a long narrow coil which is only 

The good field requirements vary through the accelera- 
tar cycle. At iqjection the beam is at its largest vertically 
and ia also large hodsontally. At transition (IQ GeV) the 
increased momentum spread interacts with the dispersion 
(2 m) to let the beam continoe to explore a large frac- 
tion of the hotiontal aperture. The Main Iqjector sits at 
120 GeV bricRy during fast extraction for antiproton pro- 
duction and for 1.0 second during slow extraction to the 
fixed target area. The Main Iqjector ramps to 160 GeV 
(1.72 T) to accelerate protons and antiprotons for it+ 
tton into the Tcnrtron. In collidu mode the flattop ia 
2.4 sxonda to allow for coalescing and cogging of beam 
bunches. 

tr&d*t&, not rotated). 

We have measured the field of the prototype magnet as 
.S function of current Ming standard HaU probe, NMR, 
and rotating coil techniquea. The transfer function, B/I is 
plotted in Figure 2. The NMR probe sample is sensitive 
over the range 1.25 T to 1.80 T. The Hall probe bar been 
calibrated to match the NMR over this range and extend 
the measurement to loru Adds. The absolute calibration 
of the rotating coil measurement dependa on the geomet- 
rical constants of the probe, especially the probe radius. 
These arc only mecawed reliably to about the 0.3% prr 
&ion suggested by the agreement between the strength 
measnrcmcntr. 

We aok that the field deviate no more than one part 
in 10’ over a region that depends on the beam size. The 

We have measured the body field of the fimt prototype 

required good field apertures are shown in Table 2. We ark 
magnet to validate the lamination design. The measured 
magnetic field is plotted in Figure 3 for iqjection, 120 GcV, 

also that the deviationa from a uniform field be dominated and 150 GcV. 
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Figure 2: Magnetic field/Current for Main Injector Dipole Figure 4: By(z) at y=O cm and B(O)=O.lO T computed, 
measured with flatcoil, and recreated form harmonics 
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